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2013-14 EMU Women's Tennis
Oakland vs Eastern Michigan (Jan 25, 2014)

Eastern Michigan 5, Oakland 2
Jan 25, 2014 at Ypsilanti, Mich. (Chippewa Club)

Singles competition

1. Nino Mebuke (EMU) def. Karine Celis (OAKLAND) 6-0, 6-0
2. Diana Davitaia (EMU) def. Tamara Blum (OAKLAND) 6-1, 7-6
3. Mariya Toncheva (EMU) def. Juliana Guevara (OAKLAND) 6-2, 6-2
4. Daphne Friedrichs (EMU) def. Rebecca Phyle (OAKLAND) 6-2, 6-0
5. Cam Sabourin (OAKLAND) def. Maria Paula Ribero (EMU) 4-6, 6-1, 1-0 (10-4)
6. Elizabeth Guy (OAKLAND) def. Zsofia Biro (EMU) 7-5, 6-4

Doubles competition

1. Nino Mebuke/Diana Davitaia (EMU) def. Karine Celis/Elizabeth Guy (OAKLAND) 6-2
2. Mariya Toncheva/Maria Paula Ribero (EMU) def. Cam Sabourin/Tamara Blum (OAKLAND) 6-1
3. Zsofia Biro/Daphne Friedrichs (EMU) def. Juliana Guevara/Rebecca Phyle (OAKLAND) 6-1
Match Notes

Oakland 0-2

Eastern Michigan 5-1

Order of finish: Doubles (2,3,1); Singles (4,1,5,3,2,6)

T-35
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